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Site Chosen. 

Guayaquil the economical capital of Ecuador is located in a strategically position 

therefore is named the biggest Gulf of the pacific ocean in South America in terms of 

exportation of local manufacture, sea products, fruits and vegetables, its considered one 

of the most relevant cities in Latin America and the past decade the population has 

grown considerately due to the economical offers and the lack of job opportunities in 

other cities of Ecuador, therefore the demand of housing projects has increase 

overwhelmingly the past years and for architects and planners Ecuador y going through 

a phenomenon of horizontal expansion that is not needed in a city that is relatively 

young and is needing a big change in terms of densification and changes of mixed used 

spaces.  

The horizontal growth that is mention in the last paragraph has shoot up to the north 

and south of the city, both with a critical problem of informal housing ( Slums), it known 

for everyone (local and tourists) that Guayaquil its covered by a ring of poverty that is 

wanting a change immediately, the local government knows about this problems  but 

there’s no planning or willing to change or try to give this areas a permanent or partial 

solution at least.  

The “isla trinitaria” located at the southwest part of the city, as it names says its and 

island currently linked by 2 bridges that area known as “via perimtral” an alternative 

highway created due to the traffic congestion that the city its at the time going through 

every day, its inhabited area is 433.01 Has2 ,( direccion de plan de desarrollo Urbano 

Cantonal : indicadores  urbanos de la ciudad de Guayaquil , June 2000) 



Design Solution 

Urban Solution 

As it was marked roughly at the site description the whole area is massive an its 

needing a big intervention do to all the problems as the lack of “valid” housing projects , 

public spaces/green areas , a road system and most important of all a change for at 

least one of this points mentioned before.  The main theme we will aboard on this 

competition is the housing complex as the major issue due to all the overcrowded 

houses with most of the family living in deplorable conditions. The regular Family in 

most parts of Guayaquil its composed of 5 members wich includes , 3 Adults ( Mother, 

Father , Grandmother) and 2 children’s ( Sons or 1 nephew ) 

Our urban proposal resides on the densification of houses that’s a really an option not 

applied yet to any of this areas. The scale that we want to achieve needs to respond to 

their old houses so as it’s a housing module that starts first with 3 houses and a green 

area (vegetable garden to plant their own veggies) for community, it can continuously 

growth up to 2 more floors and also rotate but always keeping the 3 houses and the 

green space. Our second target is to “sell/rent” a house or an apartment for some of 

them , that means that if the housing module reaches his third level with an amount of 9 

or reaches the second level with an amount of 6 houses this modules could be sell or 

rent for some of the families depending on their possibilities, this will create a new 

sense of appropriation of the space and the family that owns the house vs. the family 

that is renting one will both take care of their housing complex and most important the 

owner will lead this activity of “taking care of their property” in a sense it could work as 

an appropriation phenomenon so it will be the community once again working together. 



 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 Architecture design 

We need to consider that the small but critical intervention that has been taken in 

consideration for the proposal respond to and Urban needed solution and now the 

architectural design also responds to the same need “lack of space” but now at the 

interior of their shelter, the last paragraph mention how this boxes  will interact with 

each other in a community way ( vegetable gardens) and with an economical sense ( 

sell/rent) now the architecture design responds also to their same houses talking about 

dimensions, but solving the overcrowded problem that they have living in a house that is 

“6 meters X 6 meters” and easy way to aboard this problem it’s to enlarge the space 

and you might think it will solve it, but for our experience dealing with social housing this 

sense of reconfiguration and moving people to another “house environment” affects and 

change its own behavior, not saying it couldn’t work, but it also demands a bigger 

investment  and not the participation of the community that it’s our willing for this 

interventation, therefore our proposal it’s called  “The Unfolding   B O 6X6” it’s a 
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respond and a message to the lack of design and organization that an space ( in this 

case a house) requires and the alternatives of multifunctional spaces , during the day 

and night for a family of 5 members living in the same reduce space as always but with 

an another perspective and using new ideas to create a comfortable house this will be 

achieve with movable light panels of bamboo and the transformation of the space with 

also collapsible furniture. 

The materials will be describe in the following charts but there’s one important material 

to mention because of his innovation and new alternative to the construction market, as 

we know the bamboo it’s a temporary solution when its not properly treated , 

“Ecomateriales” a new alternative for materials in Ecuador located in Guayaquil and 

born at our Architecture Faculty UCSG its used in the project also to promote new ways 

of construction materials for social housing and any type of architecture LINK (http://eco-

materiales.net/) in our proposal we use the panel called “Plas-bam”  (more information its 

explained at the official website) that it will last as much years as any other resistant 

material and it also works as an structural panel due to its own resistance.   
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Financial support / Real Budget 

The financial support according to the minimum wage in Ecuador ($318) its will be 

financed by paying just 35$ per month 1 house could be paid after 12 years and a 

half. The families that want to rent the houses will pay the same 35$ per month but 
without paying the entrance of the house as a difference of the ones that buy a house. 

An important thing to remark is that the budget was elaborated in order to get the whole 
amount of investment of the complex ( 9 houses) , if this will be constructed by phases 
the 1st phase will cost $17,215.00 more than the other due to the foundation , the other 
2 phases the 2nd and 3rd  will cost $15.127.00.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


